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Blackberry one of the leading manufacturers in the field of mobiles. Being a global and a trustworthy
brand, Blackberry has been in contract with many of the Mobile service providers like Vodafone,
RIM, Orange, Airtel etc. Blackberry is a renowned brand to provide smart phones with a stylish and
a corporate looks.

Mobile customers are of two types in recent times. One who likes smart phones with touch screen
and others like smart phones with QWERTY keypad. Market is flooding with touch screen mobile
phones. Blackberry has given a new style to mobile phones by launching QWERTY keypad phones.
Corporate and business class people have many demands for the mobile which can accomplish
majority of office work easily. Blackberry has launched many corporate mobile phones taking into
consideration the need of corporate working class people.

RIM is one of the widely known companies which produce Blackberry handsets. Recently Research
In Motion company have launched new Blackberry Bold 9900 Sim Free Phone. It is launched as a
smart phone in the smart phone series of RIM and Blackberry. It is one of the thinnest and the
smartest phone available in the market at present.

Blackberry Bold 9900 has Blackberry QWERTY keypad and optical track pad. It also has 2.8 inches
liquid touch screen enabling the user to use certain functions with just a touch. It is 10.5 mm deep
brushed with a stainless steel frame giving an impressive look. The internal features have
Blackberry OS 7 which is user friendly with enhanced web browser, voice activated search service
with a working speed of 1.2 GHz which enables user to perform all the functions at a lightning fast
speed.

Blackberry Bold 9900 Sim Free Phone comes with a new feature namely Blackberry Balance which
provides and extra facility of keeping corporate and personal data separate enabling the user to
balance professional and personal life. It has inbuilt 5 mega pixel camera which gives smart capture
picture capacity and  video recording facility at a frame of 720 pixels. The inbuilt memory is of 8 GB
which with the help of micro SD can be extended up to 32 GB.

Blackberry Bold 9900 is indeed one of the best launch of Blackberry and thus by its launch the
company has proved its worth.
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Rubu Thomson - About Author:
Fones.com is a UK based online mobile portal that offers a BlackBerry Bold 9900 and other mobile
phone accessories. You can also find other details about a BlackBerry 9900 with Specifications,
features & much more.
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